Trainer’s Program “Certified NATH Trainer”
Would you like to teach a state approved curriculum and certify entry-level hypnotherapy
students with a nationally renowned transpersonal program that has a proven track record
of success? Would you like to be recognized as an expert in your community and attract
more prosperity while maintaining a higher purpose in the field? Would you like to have a
national organization stand behind you to certify your students in a mind-body-spirit approach to learning and practicing hypnotherapy? If you answered “Yes” to any of these, then you may want to
consider the new requirements to become a Certified Trainer for the National Association of Transpersonal
Hypnotherapists (NATH).

Tuition & Benefits
Tuition is $1095 A $395 deposit will reserve your space in the
Trainer’s Class!

Current benefits for becoming a trainer include:
Teach a state approved curriculum that could assist you in obtaining state approval from your state’s board of education, with licensed use of our course catalog, policies, and forms (optional:
requirements to operate a hypnotherapy school vary from state to
state, so each trainer is advised to look into these requirements, if
they do exist.
Use the NATH Approved Training manual and literature with the
option of adjusting these on disk to suit your needs. These forms
are patterned after the successful certification program of the National Association of Transpersonal Hypnotherapists.

Receive an ongoing free listing on www.NATH.world as an approved NATH Training Institute. Advertise your institute’s direct
affiliation with NATH, including NATH’s approved literature, logos,
etc.
Automatically have NATH certify your students as a “Certified Hypnotherapist,” with the President’s signature listed on the diploma.
Through the membership application process, the student will also
become a Registered Transpersonal Hypnotherapist with the
NATH (a total of two certifications for each of your students).
Directly experience the marketing edge of becoming part of an
elite group of trainers who are sought after, and in high demand,
due to the popularity of the transpersonal approach.

Questions? Linda@NATH.world or Linda@TranspersonalPower.com

855-772-4059
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Steps/Requirements for Becoming a Certified NATH Trainer:

If you are a certified hypnotherapist (a requirement), request and fill out:
the NATH Entry-Level Hypnotherapy Trainer’s Registration & Materials Order Form, and
the “licensed use agreement” and the “trainer’s agreement” from the NATH offices for review.
Take the certification course as a trainer in training: by assisting Linda Thunberg with an actual on-site training of your choice.
During a live training program in progress, you will be mentored during breaks on the lecture and training exercises and assist with the experientials to better understand the best ways to help students succeed with a combination of lecture/theory, hands-on, and experiential learning.
You will take the essay exam while you attend filling these out as you go through the course and assist. Interested parties contact the NATH at
Info@Nath.world or Linda@Nath.world and/or see the NATH training schedule at Nath.world.
Once you find a date that works for you, notify us of your interest for pre-approval.
Order trainer’s course materials (required if you don’t have).
Your Creative Voice: Reaching and Teaching... by Henry Bolduc
Clinical Hypnotherapy: A Transpersonal Approach, (2nd edition) by Allen Chips
Script Magic: A Hypnotherapists Desk Reference, (second edition) by Allen Chips
The NATH Hypnotherapy Certification course CDs, live & edited
By course end, submit a copy of your essay exam (80%=pass), as you will want to refer to this exam to review for formatting your training program in the future, and submit your public speaking exam (80%=pass). Upon passing, we will send you a “certified trainer” certificate, and
emails containing all NATH course materials: manual, course catalog, school forms, etc....

